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» “Advising is Teaching”
⋄ What do we teach?

» Initial and Ongoing Training
⋄ How does theory impact what happens in everyday 

appointments?

» Missions, Goals, Institutional Outcomes, and Student 
Learning Outcomes (SLOs).
⋄ How do we integrate goals, theory, and practice?
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No Islands in Advising!



Ruth O. Bingham, PhD – Faculty Specialist

University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
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OVERVIEW
Welcome

1. Definitions and Context
2. ‘Audience’ and ‘Level’
3. Designing a Curriculum

a) Drafting a Curriculum Map
b) Advising Guides for Appointments

Survey
Q&A and Sharing
Evaluations
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Materials:
» 5 Handouts:

⋄ Audience and Level in NACADA’s Core Competencies
⋄ Sample Curriculum Map
⋄ Sample Advising Guides (3)

» 2 Worksheets:
⋄ Curriculum Map
⋄ Advising Guide

» Scratch paper

» Presentation Slides
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1. DEFINITIONS & CONTEXT
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Curriculum: 
1. The courses offered by an educational institution (e.g., the high 

school curriculum) 
2. 2. A set of courses constituting an area of specialization (e.g., the 

engineering curriculum, the biological sciences curriculum, the 
liberal arts curriculum). 

--Merriam Webster Dictionary
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NACADA’s Four Pillars
» Concept of Academic Advising

» Core Values

» Core Competencies

» CAS Standards for Academic Advising
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Concept of Academic Advising
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Concept of Academic Advising (2006) “Description of ‘Curriculum’”:
The curriculum of academic advising ranges from the ideals of higher education to the 
pragmatics of enrollment. This curriculum includes, but is not limited to, the 
institution’s mission, culture and expectations; the meaning, value, and 
interrelationship of the institution’s curriculum and co-curriculum; modes of thinking, 
learning, and decision-making; the selection of academic programs and courses; the 
development of life and career goals; campus/community resources, policies, and 
procedures; and the transferability of skills and knowledge.
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» ideals of higher education
» pragmatics of enrollment
» mission, culture and expectations
» meaning, value, and interrelationship of the institution’s curriculum and co-curriculum
» modes of thinking, learning, and decision-making
» selection of academic programs and courses
» development of life and career goals
» campus/community resources, policies, and procedures
» transferability of skills and knowledge.

Concept of Academic Advising (2006) 
“Description of ‘Curriculum’”
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Why is articulating a 
curriculum challenging?

» Advising 
⋄ changes rapidly 
⋄ varies significantly in practice between institutions

» Advisors handle
⋄ large case loads
⋄ large volume of institutional information
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A curriculum for 
academic advising is NOT:

» Position duties & responsibilities

» Student cases, answering questions, or assisting students

» Outcomes

» Pedagogy

» Procedures

» Individual approaches

» Public relations

» Institution-specific
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A curriculum for 
academic advising IS:

» Universal

» Intentional, inclusive, & iterative

» Based on research, data, & facts

It also:

» Includes
⋄ Knowledge
⋄ Skills
⋄ Values
⋄ Professional behavior

» Sets standards

» Distinguishes academic advising
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A working definition:

» Curriculum = a “course of study” that 
⋄ Teaches knowledge/skills/values/professional behavior; 
⋄ Over time;
⋄ Is designed to meet specified, assessible outcomes/goals; &
⋄ Integrates theory in practice.

» Pedagogy = how the course is delivered

» Learning Outcomes = what the course achieves
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2. ‘AUDIENCE’ & ‘LEVEL’
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‘Audience’ = 
the person learning/being taught

Advisors

» Theory

» Approaches & strategies

» Legal guidelines

» Philosophy of advising

» Assessment

Students

» Institutional mission & expectations

» Logic & purpose of the academic 
curriculum

» Problem-solving & decision-making

» Planning

» Resources
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‘Level’ = 
sphere of relevance & responsibility

Discipline-wide

» History & role of academic 
advising in higher 
education

» Core Values

» Advising approaches & 
strategies

» Outcomes for advising

» Modes of thinking, 
learning, and decision-
making

Institution-specific

» Mission, culture, & 
expectations

» Degree programs & 
options

» Resources

Unit-specific

» Procedures

» Advising syllabi & 
materials

» Advising requirements

» Technology interfaces
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3. DESIGNING A CURRICULUM
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Designing a curriculum:

» Overall structure of the course = Curriculum Map

» Individual appointments/lessons = Advising Guides
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Time …
» A course of study requires regular attendance

⋄ Curriculum Map = what will be taught when
⋄ A broad overview
⋄ Mandatory, scheduled sessions

» Student services are at students’ discretion (“ad hoc” appointments)
⋄ Advising Guide = focus, priorities, & what will be taught

⋄ A general guide
⋄ Advisors tailor to each student and situation
⋄ Ensures advising meets institutional goals
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3a. DRAFTING A CURRICULUM MAP
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3b. ADVISING GUIDES FOR APPOINTMENTS
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Common Types of Appointments:
Prospective Student

Initial Advising

Academic Warning

General Advising

Personal Guidance / Crisis 
Problem-Solving

Graduation

Post-Graduation Planning

Financial Matters

Academic Planning

Life/Career Plans

Progress Check

Major Declaration/Exploration

Add/Drop/Change Major or 
Minor

Complete Withdrawal

Leave of Absence

Petition/Grievance

Registration Assistance

Change in Registration 

Credit Overload

Add/Drop Course

Time Conflict

Section Switch, etc.

Miscellaneous
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Advising Guides

» Adhere to the Middle Ground: Neither too vague, nor too specific

» Provide leeway for advisors to tailor to students & situations

» Articulate what is taught 

» Establish consensus on focus & advisor priorities
⋄ Target institutional goals
⋄ Embed theory in practice

» Ensure quality & consistency
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Essential Components Checklist:
» Title: Type of Appointment
» Synopsis: Population, timing, deadlines, etc.
» Goal: Its purpose and ultimate goal
» Institutional Outcome(s): Why the institution offers it
» Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs): assessible appointment-

specific outcomes for the student
» Priorities: Relevant theories, approaches, publications, values 

and/or Core Competencies to provide focus
» Discussion Topics: Topics that should be covered for the 

SLOs, as well as topics that could be covered
» Assessment: Artifacts for how the SLOs will be assessed
» Procedures/Forms/Policies: optional; varies by institution
» Stamp: greyscale in bottom right margin to track revisions
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Design an Advising Guide:
For this type of appointment:

» Goal: What is its purpose or long-term, ultimate goal?

» Institutional Outcome(s): Why does the institution invest time 
and resources? 
⋄ How will this appointment help the institution achieve its 

mission?

» Student Learning Outcomes: What specific, assessible outcomes 
will this student learn?

» Priorities: Which theories, approaches, publications, values, 
and/or Core Competencies are most relevant?
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NEXT STEPS
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CONTRIBUTE TO THE CONVERSATION!

What do advisors teach?
Which topics should/should not be in the curriculum?

Survey Monkey:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/JJ3BRKC
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Questions/Answers & Sharing

Ruth O. Bingham, PhD
ruth.bingham@hawaii.edu
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• Access the Session Evaluation using this link: 
http://bit.ly/nacada20virtual

• Enter the corresponding Session ID #, located in the app
• Answer the questions, and submit your evaluation
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WE NEED YOUR FEEDBACK

Please give your valuable feedback 

to the presenter!

http://bit.ly/nacada20virtual

